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Nail Parisian style just in time for Paris Fashion Week with our edit  of the key pieces you need to
emulate e�ortlessly cool Parisian chic. 

When it comes to perfecting Parisian style, timeless pieces are the key to the ultimate sartorial goal.
Master the art of e�ortless dressing with elegant pieces that will last a lifetime. From chic Bretons and
classic trench coats, to ballerina �ats and more; add a touch of French �nesse with timeless style
staples. 
Oui s’il vous plait!

Perfect your Parisian style with a classic Breton top
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A post shared by The Outsider (@theoutsiderblog) (https://www.instagram.com/p/4C1ZhZSbg7/) on J…

When you think of French-girl-cool, the Breton top comes to mind instantly. A Breton striped top is a
Parisian style staple and adds an e�ortless touch to any look. Pair with jeans and simple �ats for a
trendy dressed down look. Bag this classic French style from anywhere on the high street or opt for style
from the likes of Celine and Carven for luxury chicness.

Channel Parisian style with a chic trench coat
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A post shared by Style Sight WorldWide (@stylesightworldwide) (https://www.instagram.com/p/BRB-a…

The epitome of chic, the Trench coat oozes Parisian style and can be thrown over any out�t. Look to
ASOS and Topshop for some seriously on-trend trench coats.

Treat your feet to some �ats

A post shared by Style Sight WorldWide (@stylesightworldwide) (https://www.instagram.com/p/BRCD…
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Warning! This might hurt a little, but put away your stilettos. Flats are the footwear of choice for the
French-cool look. Easily styled, they can be paired with pretty much anything. We love to wear ours with
skinny jeans, a Breton tee and some pretty, cat-eye sunnies.

What are your favourite Parisian style staples? Let us know @FashionForteUK
(http://www.twitter.com/fashionforteuk)
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